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Three examples which show how far chatbots still
have to go
While 2016 was supposed to be the year of the chatbots, we are now at the halfway point of
2017 and I still cannot replace most of my Android apps with chatbots.

The bot book
I have been reading Amir Shevat's book on chatbots. It is quite exhaustive. So much so, I think
one day people will just refer to it as "the bot book", and everyone will just know which book is
being referred to.

Amir heads developer relations at Slack, so he is very familiar with the entire chatbot
ecosystem (and it shows in the book).

In the book, Amir talks about the stages of chatbot evolution.

1. What are bots? Why do we need them? At this stage most users and software providers
are not aware of bots or how to use them (we are still in this stage, at the time I’m
writing this book).

2. We need a bot interface too! At this stage a lot of software vendors start building bots.
Most bots suck at the beginning, as there is very little experience in the industry. (We are
rapidly moving toward this phase.)

3. We are going with bot-�rst! After a while, several bot builders experience success, and
the bot user interface becomes common. Startups begin to adopt a bot-�rst mentality.

4. We are bot only! Some services are built with a bot-only user interface, and others with
major parts of their work�ows happening in conversation.
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Notice that Amir himself thinks we are at only the �rst stage, and we have some ways to go.

Conversational hacks
Now, if you plan on doing anything at all with chatbots and voice user interfaces (e.g. Alexa or
Google Home apps), you MUST watch this video.

Ask yourself about the chatbots you recently used: How many of them follow all the guidelines
suggested in the video? I am guessing, almost none.

Fallback loops
I wrote an article about this very recently, and here is the Google document which provides a
guideline for handling fallback intents.

Notice this:

The user might provide a response that is out of the context of the game. We need
to prompt the user if they want to keep playing the game.

In the API.AI web GUI, select the Default Fallback Intent. This intent is invoked if
none of the other intents or domains are matched. The intent provides various
default prompts
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And this:

Now you have to create two new intents to handle the user's response to the �rst
fallback question. This is similar to the intents for asking the user to play the game
again after the number is guessed, but uses a different context, done_yes_no.

Yes, that's right. You need two new intents as a fallback for the fallback intent.

I am not saying this is wrong. You can be quite certain that Google puts a lot of thought into
these questions.

My point is, as soon as you start creating anything which is more than a toy chatbot, the
complexity of the bot grows very quickly. And you should account for that.
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